STANDARD INTUBATION

Teleflex’s Rusch® and Sheridan® Brands of standard intubation products provide anesthesia professionals with a full range of options. We offer endotracheal tubes for short or long-term intubation, from high to low-volume, cuffed or uncuffed, so you have the right airway device for every patient.

SHERIDAN/HVT® MURPHY EYE ETT

The Sheridan/HVT® Murphy Eye Endotracheal Tube (ETT) is a high-volume, tapered, low pressure cuff ETT.

View Details

SHERIDAN/CF® MURPHY EYE ETT

The Sheridan/CF® Murphy Eye Endotracheal Tube (ETT) is a close-fitting, low-pressure cuff ETT.

View Details

SHERIDAN/CF® MAGILL ETT

The Sheridan/CF® Magill Endotracheal Tube (ETT) is a close-fitting, low-pressure cuff ETT.

View Details

RUSCH® SUPER SAFETY™ MAGILL CUFFED ETT

The Rusch® Super Safety™ Magill Cuffed Endotracheal Tube (ETT) is a low-volume, cylindrical cuff ETT.
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TELEFLEX® ISIS® HVT™ MURPHY EYE ETT

The Teleflex® ISIS® HVT™ Murphy Eye Endotracheal Tube (ETT) is a convertible subglottic secretion suction ETT.

View Details

RUSCH® RED RUBBER MAGILL CUFFED ETT

The Rusch® Red Rubber Magill Cuffed Endotracheal Tube (ETT) is a reusable, cuffed ETT.

View Details
**SHERIDAN UNCUFFED™ MURPHY EYE ETT**
The Sheridan Uncuffed™ Murphy Eye Endotracheal Tube (ETT) is a single-use ETT which softens at body temperature to conform to airway anatomy, and features:
- Smooth, molded, gently cupped tip eases insertion during intubation
- Special depth lines at distal tip reference depth of intubation

**RUSCH® FLEXI-SET™ CUFFED ETT**
The Rusch® Flexi-Set™ Cuffed Endotracheal Tube (ETT) features:
- Available with the Rusch® Safety Clear™ or the Rusch Uncuffed™ Murphy Eye ETT, preloaded with the Flexi-Slip™ Stylet
- Stylet has a low-friction coating to facilitate smooth withdrawal
- Preassembled and ready to use, saving time and space

**RUSCH® FLEXI-SET™ UNCUFFED ETT**
The Rusch® Flexi-Set™ Uncuffed Endotracheal Tube (ETT) features:
- Available with the Rusch® Safety Clear™ or the Rusch Uncuffed™ Murphy Eye ETT, preloaded with the Flexi-Slip™ Stylet
- Stylet has a low-friction coating to facilitate smooth withdrawal
- Preassembled and ready to use, saving time and space

**RUSCH® SLICK SET® CUFFED ETT**
The Rusch® Slick Set® Cuffed Endotracheal Tube (ETT) features:
- Available with the Rusch® Super Safety™ Clear or Rusch Uncuffed™ Murphy Eye ETT, preloaded with Slick Stylette® Device
- Preassembled and ready to use, saving time and space
- Cork-style stopper helps maintain stylet position

**RUSCH® SLICK SET® UNCUFFED ETT**
The Rusch® Slick Set® Uncuffed Endotracheal Tube (ETT) features:
- Available with the Rusch® Super Safety™ Clear or Rusch Uncuffed™ Murphy Eye ETT, preloaded with Slick Stylette® Device
- Preassembled and ready to use, saving time and space
- Cork-style stopper helps maintain stylet position

**TELEFLEX® ISIS® SUCTION ACCESSORY PACK**
The Teleflex® ISIS® Suction Accessory Pack provides a suction line that attaches to the Teleflex® ISIS® HVT™ ETT via a secure locking connection when needed. This versatile design allows you to make the right choice, every time.

**RUSCH® SAFETY CLEAR® UNCUFFED ETT**
RUSCH® SAFETY CLEAR® PLUS CUFFED ETT
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